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Supplementary Material:
Dynamically-Generated Cutting Planes for Mixed-Integer
Quadratically-Constrained Quadratic Programs and Their
Incorporation into GloMIQO 2
R. Misener, J. B. Smadbeck and C.A. Floudas
Table 1.: BoxQP Sizes [25, 113, 114]
# Variables # Nonlinear Terms
Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3
spar020-100- 20 205 206 207
spar030-060- 30 264 255 305
spar030-070- 30 310 313 334
spar030-080- 30 367 356 372
spar030-090- 30 401 417 403
spar030-100- 30 456 459 458
spar040-030- 40 233 245 234
spar040-040- 40 318 326 321
spar040-050- 40 398 405 415
spar040-060- 40 477 456 516
spar040-070- 40 559 547 570
spar040-080- 40 647 626 672
spar040-090- 40 714 730 724
spar040-100- 40 805 812 802
spar050-030- 50 365 382 367
spar050-040- 50 497 523 503
spar050-050- 50 635 627 651
spar060-020- 60 353 358 363
spar070-025- 70 617 591 629
spar070-050- 70 1226 1140 1192
spar070-075- 70 1837 1813 1814
spar080-025- 80 788 768 810
spar080-050- 80 1624 1521 1548
spar080-075- 80 2387 2359 2383
spar090-025- 90 1011 991 1027
spar090-050- 90 2020 1961 1950
spar090-075- 90 3032 2995 3014
spar100-025- 100 1250 1233 1256
spar100-050- 100 2519 2444 2449
spar100-075- 100 3727 3687 3723
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2 R. Misener, J. B. Smadbeck, C.A. Floudas
Table 2.: StQP Sizes [96]
# Variables # Nonlinear Terms
Problem 0030 75 30 465
Problem 0050 75 50 1,275
Problem 0100 01 100 5,050
Problem 0100 50 100 5,050
Problem 0100 75 100 5,050
Problem 0200 01 200 20,100
Problem 0200 50 200 20,100
Problem 0500 01 500 125,250
Problem 0500 25 500 125,250
Problem 1000 25 1000 500,500
Problem Q030 30 465
Problem Q050 50 1,275
Problem Q100 100 5,050
Problem Q150 150 11,325
Table 3.: QCQP Sizes from Bao et al. [18]
# Replicates # Vars # Eqns # Nonlinear Terms
unitbox c 10 10 6 11 11 110
unitbox c 10 15 6 11 16 160
unitbox c 10 20 6 11 21 210
unitbox c 20 20 9 21 21 420
unitbox c 20 30 9 21 31 620
unitbox c 20 40 9 21 41 820
unitbox c 28 28 3 29 29 812
unitbox c 28 42 3 29 43 1204
unitbox c 28 56 3 29 57 1596
unitbox c 30 30 6 31 31 930
unitbox c 30 45 6 31 46 1380
unitbox c 30 60 6 31 61 1830
unitbox c 40 40 9 41 41 1640
unitbox c 40 60 9 41 61 2440
unitbox c 40 80 9 41 81 3240
unitbox c 48 48 3 49 49 2352
unitbox c 48 72 3 49 73 3504
unitbox c 48 96 3 49 97 4656
unitbox c 50 100 6 51 101 5050
unitbox c 50 50 6 51 51 2550
unitbox c 50 75 6 51 76 3800
unitbox c 8 12 3 9 13 100
unitbox c 8 16 3 9 17 131
unitbox c 8 8 3 9 9 69
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